Who We Are:
We are builders of custom precision rifles, hand crafted one at a time and
made with 100% US parts, for the discriminating shooter. Let us build
you the dream rifle you have always wanted and that no one else has.
Our passion is to work closely with you to create the custom rifle you will
be proud to own and shoot. One which will become a family heirloom.
All our Precision Rifles come:
• Supplied with a high-quality airline approved rolling hard case.
• Delivered with the barrel broken-in to save you time, hassle and
expense. Ready for highly accurate performance.
• Sighted in with readily available precision factory ammunition and a
target shot with your gun is included.
• A certified data set, unique to your rifle, containing everything
required to populate a smartphone ballistic program such as the one
we recommend tilted Strelok Pro.
We are a FFL dealer and can ship your custom precision rifle to you
anywhere in the lower forty-eight USA.

Your Custom
C&B Precision
Rifle Starts Here
C&B CUSTOM
PRECISION,
LLC

Contact Us
C&B Custom Precision LLC
32630 HWY 25 N
Sturgis, MS 39769
Phone: Landon Corkren 601-826-3076 or
Wallace Barron at 678-571-8936
Email: Landon@CustomPrecisionLLC.com or
Wallace@CustomPrecisionLLC.com
Visit us on the Web at www.CustomPrecisionLLC.com
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We provide the following four fully customizable rifle
options. Please give our custom rifle maker a call and
lets us discuss your dream rifle. We love talking guns.

Single
Shot

The first model which forms the
basis for a custom precision rifle is
a single shot stainless action made
by Savage and incorporating their
fully adjustable target accutrigger.
This action can be paired with a
precision barrel in any available
caliber desired. There are a wide
variety of stock configurations and
colors to choose from. Additional
we can Cerakote your custom
precision rifle in virtually any color
combination. Any precision optics
can be added as desired.
Example of other stock colors
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Short Action (SA) Magazine Fed

Long Action (LA)
Magazine Fed

The third model which forms
the basis for a custom precision
rifle is a stainless long action
made by Savage and
incorporating their adjustable
accutrigger. The long action
gives the owner flexibility to
easily change to any caliber,
long or short, in the future as
new calibers are desired or
developed. This action can be
paired with a precision barrel
in any available caliber
desired. There are a wide
variety of stock configurations
and colors to choose from.
Additional we can Cerakote
your custom precision rifle in
virtually any color
combination. Any precision
optics can be added as desired.

The second model which forms
the basis for a custom precision
rifle is a magazine fed stainless
short action made by Savage and
incorporating their fully
adjustable accutrigger. This action
can be paired with a precision
barrel in any SA caliber desired
and stock configurations and
Cerakote colors. Precision optics
can be added as desired.
As shown with optional lenses
covers, muzzle brake installed and
custom detachable box magazine
floorplate

Any Available Action, Barrel, Stock & Optic
Insert a collage of

The fourth model which forms the basis for a
custom precision rifle is built around any
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Any Available Action, Barrel, Stock
& Optic
The fourth model which
forms the basis for a
custom precision rifle is
built around any action
or barrel the client
desires. We will
customize the stock
configurations and
colors as desired. We
will add any precision
optics or Cerakote your
custom precision rifle in
virtually any color
combination desired.

Make It Personal
We will not be happy unless your
new rifle is customized exactly to
your vision of your dream rifle.
We've created three of the most
desirable starting point styles that let
you match your wishes with cost
effective options. The fourth option is
wide open and is only limited by your
dreams and budget.

Customize Your Rifle Just the
Way You Want
We love designing and
customizing a rifle to meet your
vision of the perfect one. We
can give you suggestions for
customization and the pros and
cons of alternatives.
Please see the attached list
which contains a starting point
for custom options. It is by no
way all-inclusive but it is meant
to provide a list of frequently
chosen options. We encourage
you to add other accessories
which you desire or need.
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Happy Clients
“I love my 308 Win precision rifle. I will
be ordering a second caliber very soon” –
R. Crichton
“Your company is Fantastic. You worked
patiently with me to design and build my
amazing rifle. I am so glad I choose you
to build my 6.5 Creedmoor.” – S. Hillard

Please refer to the following pages
containing additional photos and
information about our custom rifles.

Mission Statement
We at C&B Custom Precision are driven by
our passion to provide each client with a
high-quality custom precision rifle at an
affordable price.

What We Do Best
• Listening to our client’s Needs, Wants
and Expectations
• Meeting or exceeding our client’s Needs,
Wants and Expectations.
• We want to add any custom features and
accessories you desire
We build the Highest Quality custom
precision rifles at a reasonable cost
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Single Shot Target Action
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Short Action DBM Stock and Muzzle Brake
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Long Action Tactical Stock
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